race trailers

8.5 x 26

a higher standard of performance

racer-quality trailers

8.5 x 46

high-end Motorsports trailers

Star race trailers are a great looking, premium trailer at a mid-range price.
Sharing much of the ICON’s Legendary frame structure, Star’s workmanship
and racer-proven options make it a motorsports trailer with the best value
in the industry. You deserve something special!

popular standards (see specs & more at bravotrailers.com)
• All LED exterior lighting
• One-piece aluminum roof
• .030 aluminum exterior skin
• Tube main frame and top rail
• Tube wall posts 16” o.c.
• TPO front cap
• Anodized aluminum front corners
• Z-Tech undercoating

• Cast aluminum door hold backs
• Steel wheels with radial tires
• Dexter spring axles
• Flow-thru sidewall air vents
• 3/8” int. walls, 3/4” plywood floor
• H/D floor trim w/recessed screws
• Zinc tongue jack with sandfoot
• 5-year limited warranty

Cast aluminum door hold backs
work great and won’t rust.

The SuperStar package is a great way to dress up your Bravo Star
trailer. The package includes polished front and rear castings,
stainless steel front corners and insert, H/D top trim, bright
anodized aluminum rear end framing and your choice of split spoke or Viper aluminum wheels. Ask
your dealer about our other Star motorsport packages, Auto Hauler, Draft and SpeedRacer.

SuperStar polished front casting
with stainless steel insert and
front corners look great!

ICON is an exceptional race trailer that has it all! Better design, workmanship, beefy tube frame and real racer-proven options make ICON the
trailer of envy. you can Expect and will get a straighter, stronger, better
towing trailer that won’t let you down.

popular standards (see specs & more at bravotrailers.com)
• All Star standards plus:
• Spread axles with skirt
• Polished extruded fenders
• Aluminum wheels with radial tires
• Dexter torsion axles
• H/D double tube roof w/exterior rivets
• Polished castings with SS insert
• Stainless steel front corners
• Anodized wrapped rear end

• 3M VHB screwless exterior 		
aluminum
• Finished interior with alum. walls
• Black coin floor and ramp door
• 48” ICON side door
• Rear ramp door with SS paddle
latches and beavertail
• 4 recessed D-rings
• 2 roof vents, 2 12V dome lights
• 5-year limited warranty

Make a statement and be proud of what you pull! ICON tags range
from 20’ to 34’ and goosenecks from 28’ to 52’.

Bravo trailers look better and work better
We use what we sell. The owner of Bravo trailers is a racer himself
and he uses the trailers just like you do. We listen to what the racer
wants and that leads to much better trailers and options. Take a look
at the details and judge for yourself.

ICON’S custom polished extruded
aluminum fenders.

ICON’S H/D double tube roof with
exterior rivets.

if you dream it
we can build it!

Finished Interiors, Custom cabinets, tool boxes and work spaces are our specialty.

custom

Race Trailer

options

We love custom trailers at Bravo! Our dedicated design and build team will
get your trailer built right and on time. Our options are engineered
in, not just added on. Commercial quality applies to both our trailers
and options. Let us exceed your expectations.

Aluminum pullout step
and golf cart ramp.

Tire racks, fixed or
folding.

Generator packages
with gas tanks.

Aluminum step well
liner.

Plumbed-In floor
nitrogen bottle.

Folding and sliding
rear glass doors.

D-rings and recessed
e-track.

ramp over wheel
wells.

Aluminum rear ramp
door.

Wired or wireless
winches.

go to bravotrailers.com
for hundreds of options
and additional pictures
Dragster loading
package.

LED side backup lights.

Your choice of
flooring.

visit us and like us on facebook

Reasons Bravo Is A Better Trailer
standard on all models

PROTECTED WIRING

ROOF FLASHING

STEEL BACKERS

SEALED FLOORS

All Bravo trailers have tube main
frames that are stronger, straighter
and tow better. A combination of
Bravo’s tube main frame, top rail
and front end leads to true commercial quality trailers.

Bravo Trailers’ in-frame wiring
offers much more protection from
road debris and weather. Bravo’s
protected wiring is the best in the
industry. We will never leave you
stranded.

Roof leaks are a chronic problem in
enclosed cargo trailers. A combination of roof flashing at critical joints,
hi-tech roof sealant and better workmanship will help eliminate leaks.

All exterior side wall lighting and
door hold backs are mounted in
a steel backer. They also act as a
gusset connecting the front and
rear to the side walls for a more
commercial-grade frame.

Help keep your valuable cargo dry.
Our ¾" plywood floors are fully
sealed around the perimeter edges.
Steel provides the backing and hitech sealant is used to help keep the
water and dust out.

PRIMER

Reinforced A-Frame

wheel box

rear ramp door

sealed seams

All painted areas on Bravo trailers
are prepped, primed and painted.
Our better prep, primer and paint
combined with all of our trailers being
manufactured under one roof leads to
much better, longer lasting paint.

Reinforced A frames combined with
the vertical tubes in all of our front
ends make Bravo trailers the strongest in the business. Reinforced A
frames equal stronger, safer and
longer lasting trailers.

8.5' wide trailer sidewalls include
1"x3" tubing across the top of the
wheel box connected to 1"x3" tubing running vertically from the side
rail to the tube top rail at the front
and rear of the wheel box.

All Bravo trailers with rear ramp
doors have a tube connecting the
rear cross member where the hinge
is welded on to the nearest cross
member. This reinforcement adds
strength at a critical tension point.

All Bravo trailers have sealed side wall
seams keeping dust and moisture
out. All screwed trailers have a bead of
silicone applied between the side wall
aluminum sheets and screwless trailers
are sealed by the 3M tape.

TUBE FRAMES

Five more STANDARD BrAVO features
for a superior quality product!

all exterior led
Just like commercial quality semi
trailers all Bravo trailers come
standard with exterior LED lighting.
Not only are LED lights five times
longer lasting than incandescent
they are much brighter and draw
less voltage. Brighter lighting makes
for safer trailering!

workmanship

sealed front corners

sealed wheel boxes

Secure wiring

We are proud of the trailers we
build! Please take a look at the fit
and finish of our trailer versus the
competitions. Look at the trim,
miters, straightness of our tube
frames, paint, interior finish and
judge for yourself. We take the time
to do it right, both inside and out.

Enclosed cargo trailers are notorious
for leaking. Bravo seals the front
interior corners with aluminum and
sealant so water and dust can’t get
inside. We also seal the plywood
floor along the front of the trailer. Do
you want your precious cargo to get
dusty or wet?

Our goal at Bravo is for “no leak no
dust” trailers and our sealed wheel
boxes are a big part of achieving
that. We seal both the external and
internal joints before painting to
keep water and dust out. It’s details
like this that make Bravo the best
cargo trailer on the market today!

The combination of Bravo’s protected
wiring and secured wiring inside the
walls makes for the most reliable
trailer wiring on the market today.
Other manufactures simply let both
the 12V and 110V wiring hang loose
which can cause a safety hazard and
leave you stranded.

what sets us apart from the crowd?

THE BRAVO COMPANY

CUSTOMER SERVICE

ULTIMATE WARRANTY

better parts

Bravo Trailers factory is the
most efficient in the industry.
Our trailers are built under one
roof utilizing lean manufacturing principles. this, combined
with our seasoned engineering
team and a simpler product line,
we’ll achieve our quest for the
best quality and the best value.

No other trailer manufacturer
will address your needs as
quickly or as fairly as Bravo.
Satisfied customers are Bravo's
greatest asset. Whether it is a
parts order or warranty claim,
we will exceed your expectations. We believe true value
comes from the overall ownership experience.

Things do go wrong. If you ever
have a warranty claim we will
address it quickly and fairly.
We at Bravo Trailers are proud
of the products we build and
will back them up. A warranty
is only as good as the company
standing behind it, along with
the people that care about
your satisfaction.

One of the chronic industry problems is poor parts support from
trailer manufacturers. At Bravo
Trailers, we will keep in stock
and ship your parts to you or
your dealer within 24 hours. Our
commitment to this goal, along
with a much simpler product line,
will help us achieve it. We will
never leave you stranded.

Bravo trailers LLC
19319 County rd 8
Bristol IN 46507

we use what we sell

574 848-7500 PHONE
888 810-7555 FREE
574 848-7550 Fax

bravotrailers.com

your local bravo dealer:

Bravo trailers was founded by Mitchell Bender
with one goal in mind: to build a great trailer
you can be proud to own. As a 25-year industry
veteran who previously founded and built the
largest cargo trailer manufacturer in the
country, starting Bravo with a clean sheet of
paper was a dream come true. Together with the
Bravo team, the company is in a unique position
to take the industry to a higher level.

motorsports trailers
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